
DJI Zenmuse P1
High-res Photogrammetry Camera
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Introducing the DJI Zenmuse P1

The DJI Zenmuse P1 is a high-performance, versatile and
efficient surveying payload, with a full-frame 45MP CMOS
sensor, 24mm, 35mm and 50mm lens options, and three-
axis stabilised gimbal.

Combine with the M300 RTK drone and DJI Terra for an
efficient, end-to-end workflow within the DJI ecosystem.

45MP full-frame CMOS. 

3cm horizontal accuracy and 5cm vertical accuracy with
no ground control points (3cm GSD, with 75% front
overlap ratio and 55% side overlap ratio).

3km² area coverage during a single flight (3cm GSD,
with 75% front overlap ratio and 55% side overlap ratio). 

Smart Oblique Capture. 

Mechanical Global Shutter (achieved by
mechanical leaf shutter) - 1/2000s shutter speed. 

TimeSync 2.0: Synchronise flight controller, RTK,
gimbal, and camera within milliseconds. 
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The P1 yields impressive Ground Sample
Distance (GSD).

At 80m flight altitude, it achieves 1.18cm
GSD. At 50m flight altitude it achieves
0.63cm GSD.

The DJI Phantom 4 RTK would need to fly
at 23m for a 0.63cm GSD, and 43m for
1.18cm GSD.

The P1's impressive resolution enables
highly-detailed orthomosaic creation, as
these images show. You can even count
the number of holes in the bricks in the
zoomed in image!  

M300 RTK And P1 (35mm lens): heliguy™ Data Set - Key Findings
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45MP camera captured crystal-clear
imagery to build detailed 2D
orthomosaics and 3D models.

Smart Oblique Capture collected less
than half the number of images
compared to double-grid mission,
shaving 50% off post-processing time.

The P1 yielded high georeferencing
accuracy - at around 0.011 during the
Smart Oblique Capture flight.

The M300 RTK and P1 captured the
required data in less than 30 minutes.
The P4 RTK would take up to two
hours to capture the same.

M300 RTK And P1 (35mm lens): heliguy™ Data Set - Key Findings
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M300 RTK - P1 - DJI Terra Workflow

Benefit from the DJI surveying ecosystem: Plan the mission via the DJI Pilot App, collect the data using the M300
RTK and P1, and use DJI Terra to reconstruct highly-detailed models and maps.

The images below show the quality of a model in DJI Terra (left), compared to Pix4DMapper (right). Both data sets
were collected using the P1-M300 RTK.
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Multiple Operation Modes

2D Ortho: Collect accurate data quickly and
easily, which meets the cadastral 1:500 and
1:1000 accuracy standards.

3D Oblique: The multi-angle oblique image data
captured for 3D modelling is provided efficiently
and concisely, which can be widely used in many
industries such as urban planning, cadastral
surveying, security command, etc.

Detailed Reconstruction: High-resolution data
images can be obtained efficiently, to help
restore the fine texture, structure, and
characteristics of the ground and objects. 

Real-time Reconstruction: Combine with DJI
Terra to obtain real-time geographic information
of a large area to assist emergency rescue sites.
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Smart Oblique Capture

Elevate the efficiency of your oblique photography mission
using Smart Oblique Capture, where the gimbal
automatically rotates to take photos at the different angles
needed. 

Only photos essential to the reconstruction will be taken at
the edge of the flight area, increasing the efficiency of post-
processing by up to 50%

High Oblique Operation Efficiency: The P1 will perform
the multi-angle swing shooting pattern to greatly
improve operation efficiency on a single-lens camera.
The area of operation with the P1 can reach 7.5 square
kilometres (3cm GSD, 75% front overlap ratio, 65% side
overlap ratio) in a single day.

Greater Efficiency: The P1 has a higher efficiency
in oblique missions compared to other single-
camera payloads.
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Multiple Lens Options

The DJI Zenmuse P1 - which has an IP4X IP
rating - is a versatile mapping camera, which
can be integrated with a 24mm, 35mm or
50mm lens. 

A 35mm lens is suitable for most mapping
missions, but if the drone needs to operate
at a higher altitude while maintaining the
same resolution, the 50mm lens option is
available.

For lower altitude flights, the 24mm lens can
be used.

The comparative Ground Sample Distance
(GSD) for the different lens options are:

24mm: GSD = H/55.
35mm: GSD = H/80.
50mm: GSD = H/120. 
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How The P1 Compares 

P1 X7 Camera Phantom 4 RTK

Weight

Lens Options

CMOS

GSD

Pixels

Pixel Size

Shortest Time Interval

Efficiency

787g 449g 1,391g, inc drone

24 mm; 35 mm; 
50 mm

24 mm; 35 mm 
Fixed camera/lens. Lens
focal length 8.8 mm

Full-frame 
(36*24 mm)

S35 
(23.5*15.7 mm)

1 inch 
(13.2*8 mm)

45MP 24MP 20MP

4.4um 3.9um 2.4um

0.7 seconds 2.5 seconds 2.5 seconds

24mm: H/55. 35mm:
H/80; 50mm: H/120

24mm: H/61; 
35mm: H/89.

H/36.5

43 mins per battery set;
Up to 10x more efficient
than P4 RTK

28 mins per battery set;
1.2x more efficient than
P4 RTK. 

30 minutes of flight per
battery.
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heliguy™: Your Drone Partner

Drone Supply And Support

Free consultancy; Vast inventory of stock for instant
supply, scaling and immediate swap outs; Drone rental;
Global network of industry partners; Service level
agreements; Next-day delivery; Finance options; IATA
Certified to globally ship high-power batteries by air .

Drone Training

CAA-approved courses; Online training; 3,000+
candidates taught; Closed courses and industry-specific
training; CPD courses; Industry application courses;
Streamlined Operations Manual creation and renewal;
OSC consultancy; Handover days; Lifetime support. 

In-house DJI-approved Repair Centre

Crash support and repairs management; Instant
replacement of dead on arrival products, including over-
the-phone fault diagnosis and free returns/replacements
of faulty items; Warranty repairs/replacements at no
extra cost; Firmware support; Data analysis and
resolution with the manufacturer.
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Testimonials

Equipment Shipped Straight To Site

"Heliguy has industry-recognised expertise and offers a
fantastic range of products. Heliguy offers a good range
of support, from the initial query, through the
transaction and then advice and technical support after
the purchase. Communication is easy and they will ship
any rental equipment you require straight to site so you
can be running without delay."

Wayne Hughes - Balfour Beatty

Professional Training Course

"The course was very professional, very well structured
and very well delivered. I know the instructors are great
at what they do. For me, the most important part is the
flying aspect, so I know the candidates are in safe
hands.”

Paul Lindup - Network Rail



Contact us to buy the P1 camera. 

E: info@heliguy.com
T: 0191 296 1024
W: www.heliguy.com 


